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SMEDSLUND, J. The concept of correlation in adults. Scand.J. Psychol., 1963, 4,
16S-173.-In the first of two experiments on the concept of correlation in
adult subjects, the subjects' frequency estimates and inferences of relationship
were studied relative to five different 2. x 2. distributions, each presented in a
fixed sequence. In experiment II, the subjects' spontaneous strategies in
subdividing and analyzing one 2. x 2. distribution were studied in a free
situation. It is concluded that adult subjects with no statistical training
Apparently have no adequate concept of correlation (based on the ratio of
the two pairs of diagonal frequencies), and that, in so far as they reason
statistically at all, they tend to depend exclusively on the frequency of + +
cases in judging relationship. The need for studies involving ordinal scale
and fully quantified variates is stressed.

f

T~ c~pcriments will be reported, aimed at determining whether normal adults; with no
tninin~ in statistics, have a concept of correlation. The concept of correlation in its element-

try 1()~cal form is the ratio of the sum of two diagonal cell frequencies in a fourfold table,
.nd the sum of the other two diagonal cell frequencies, or the total sum. It involves the

t.tr~rization of events as conforming or not conforming to an hypothesis of equivalence,
.\ -n, i.e. A and B are either both present or both absent. In order to combine the two

di,~nal frequencies f(A .B) and f( -A .-B), the subject must realize that they both support
1!\( h}'Pothesis A=B, although in opposite ways (reciprocals). Likewise, the other two

l'i2~nal frequencies f( -A .B) and f(A. -B) are reciprocals, and support the hypothesis
;\wn (exclusive disjunction), which is the negation of A=B. AwB asserts that either A is

rtmnt and B is absent, or A is absent and B is present. In the case of negative correlations

1!\( (requency of events supporting AwB is higher than the frequency of events supporting

\-n.
If the subject, explicitly or implicitly, reasons according to the above mentioned logical

.Iructure, and if his concept of frequency entails a ratio scale, he will be said to have an

(Itmentary concept of correlation.
The presence vs. absence of a concept of correlation is reflected in the subject's strategies

nf d.1ta gathering, and in his inferences from the data. There are at least three main symptoms

/\f the presence of a concept of correlation:
I. In situations requiring a selective strategy, the subject with a concept of correlation

will order the data in four categories, and count or estimate the frequency in each.
1. In situations requiring a receptive strategy, the subject with a concept of correlation

will attempt to distribute his attention equally over the four categories in order to estimate
thtir respective frequencies. Two important indices of distribution of attention are time
'rent observing each event, and accuracy in judging the different event frequencies. The

I~tter measure is employed in this study.
3. The subject with a concept of correlation will base his estimates on the ratio of the

rum or two diagonal cell frequencies and the sum of the two other diagonal cell frequencies.
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TABLE z. Real values (R), significance of tendency (T) to overestimate ( + ) or underestimate
( -). and accuracy ( a2 of real minus estimated values), for the cell frequencies in the five groups.

Significance of over- and underestimations computed by means of the sign test. .and ..indicate
significance at the 0.05 and 0.01 levels, respectively.

Groups

I II
~~~
R T (72

IV v
~.~
R T alR T a2 R T (12

AF 35 + 216.3

A-F 15 +.. 187.1

-AF 35 -.284.6

-A-F 15 -100.0

35 -.230.1

15 +..232.3
15 + .478.0

35 -276.1

.

15 -158.2

35 -103.9

35 -.199.+

15 + ..3+5.1

15 :t 115.4

35 -214.3

15 + 103.9

35 -303.1

25 + 233.7

25 -35+5
25 + 332.5

25 -166.6

\Example of a ranking {with other letters):

j.
l.m.

I.

h.o.

p.

(strongest)
(equally strong)

(equally strong)
(weakest)

Number of cards with:

Abut
not F

F but

notA

Neither
AnorFAandF

a. '40 4 16 40 .

b. 45 5 35 15
c. 7° 30 0 0
d. 30 2 33 35
e. 55 15 30 0
f. 50 10 ° 40
g. 60 20 5 15

At the end of the session the subjects in group V were also asked about their background
with respect to the concept of correlation, and were asked to describe it in terms of one of
the following alternatives. (I) Course(s) in statistics, where the concept of correlation was
treated. (2) Read book(s) in statistics, where the concept of correlation was treated. (3) Read
chapters or passages in other books, where the concept of correlation was treated. (4) Have
encountered the concept, but have never seen it defined. (5) Have never heard the word
correlation before.

Results
The data on tendencies to over- and underestimate cell frequencies and on the accuracy

of estimates in the five groups are presented in Table 2. The accuracy scores show no
unambiguous relationship with type of event category. There are several statistically
significant tendencies to over- or underestimate frequencies, but they are not clearly linked
with type of event category.

The judgments and explanations of the subjects may be roughly classified into the following

categories:
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TABLE 4. The distribution of estimates of strength of relationship in deck V (N = I9).

Perfect

Very strong

Strong

Medium

0

0

3
10

3
2

I

Weak

Very
Zero

there was a relationship when f(AF) > 0, others when f(AF) was;;;. 0.25, and still others when
f(AF) was ;;;.0.50. Finally, a few subjects seemed to think there was a relationship
when f(AF) > f(A-F). In spite of this ambiguity there is a very high correlation in Table 3
betweenf(AF) and the number of subjects who think there is a relationship.

The subjects in group V judged the strength of the relationship between A and F in the
given pack of cards. The results are presented in Table 4, indicating that the subjects gener-
ally had no understanding of the complete lack of relationship between A and Fin pack 5.
The single subject who thought there was no relationship, based this judgment on an
estimated distribution of 50 AF, 20 A- F, 25 -AF, and 5 -A -F, but gave no intelligible

explanation.
Finally, the subjects in group V were asked to rank-order seven numerical distributions,

constructed in such away that the rank orders corresponding to a genuine correlation
concept, a concept based on f(AF), and a concept based on p(F/A) would be maximally
different. The results turned out quite negative. The 19 subjects ranked the' distributions
in 19 different ways with no apparent clustering around common types. Only one subject
had a rank order corresponding to a concept of relationship based on f(AF), and no subject
had a rank order corresponding to a genuine correlation concept or to a concept based on
p(F/A). Judging from the subjects' gtneral behavior and comments, it appeared that the
ranking procedure, in spite of repeated explanations and simplifications,. exceeded their
intellectual capacity. As to their previous knowledge of the concept of correlation, the results
showed that ten subjects had never heard of the concept, six of them had encountered the
word, but never had it explained, and only three had read chapters or passages in books
containing a treatment of the concept. However, these three subjects did not perform better

than the others.

EXPERIMENT II

In experiment I the subjects were given the essentially passive role of observing the cards

once in a fixed order, and the arrangement of letters on the cards made it fairly exacting
to register the presence and absence of A and F. These conditions put a heavy strain on the
information processing and information storing capacity of the subjects, and may have

prevented a maximal unfolding of their actual reasoning power.
Experiment II was intended to create optimal conditions for the occurrence of an under-

standing of the concept of correlation. The subjects were left free to arrange and sort the
cards in any way they wanted to, they were allowed to look at them an unlimited number
of times, and they were given pencil and paper to make notes. Also, the cards were simplified

to contain only + A or -A and + For -F .
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Procedure
A pack of one hundred cards was used. On the upper part of each card was written in black

ink either + A or -A, on the lower part either + For -F. There were 37 cards with + A + F ,

33 with -A +F, 17 with +A-F, and 13 with -A-F.
Twenty-eight nurses at Ullev3-l Hospital, Oslo, participated in one 10-minute session each.

The following written instructions were presented:
'We are interested in learning how well students of nursing are able to form an opinion

about the practical usefulness of a symptom in diagnosis.
'The pack of cards represents excerpts from the files of 100 patients. The upper part of the

cards contains either a+ A or a -A. + A means that the patient had symptom A, and -A
means that the patient did not have symptom A. The lower part of the cards contains either a
+ For a -F. + F meanS that the illness F was found, and -F means that the illness F was

not found.'Your task is to find out whether there is a relationship (connection) between the symptom A
and the illness F. You may study and order the material in any way you wish, and you may
make notes. Try to work as fast as possible. Read the instructions once more, and ask questions

if anything is not clear.'The experimenter recorded the subject's spontaneous behavior and his conclusions. If the
.ubject did not spontaneously explain his conclusions, the experimenter asked questions of

the type 'How do you know that?', 'How did you arrive at that?'
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Results
The data may be dividcd into spontaneous procedure, conclusion, and justification.

Despite repetitions, attempts at clarification, and concrete exemplification, the subjects
generally found it hard to understand the task, and more than one third of them complained

.that they did not understand. Seventeen of the 28 subjects went through the material
placing the cards together in one pile. Some of them asked whether one was supposed to

sort the cards, but being told they were free to do anything they wished, they nevertheless
placed the cards in one pile. Three subjects did not even look through the entire material, t 1
and one subject sorted the + A + F's in one pile,.and the rest in another. Five subjects sorted
the cards in four categories, one subj'ect sorted them in five (two piles of -A-F's), and

one sorted them in seven apparently unsystematic piles. No subject used the paper and pencil

offered.
Twenty-four subjects thought there was a relationship between A and F, two subjects

/thou~ht there was no relationship (correct ), and two subjects gave up and did not answer this

questIon.The explanations may be roughly categorized according to whether t hey referred to

tfrequencies or not. In the former group (18 subjects) fourteen said that there was a relation- \ship because the number of +-A.::t:D~~~~t or was lar~e. One subject said there

was a relationship because there were more + F's than -A's, and another subject said there

was no relationship because the -A + F's were the most frequent cards. Two subjects
referred both. to the + A + F and the -A- F categories. This may indicate a dawning
understanding of correlation, but not very developed, since these two subjects sorted in

respectively one and seven piles, and both were confident that there was a substantial

relationship between A and F .
The ten subjects who did not refer to frequencies, either gave up without answering

(three), said they felt it 'intuitively' (two), or gave vague explanations like 'Every symptom
'1 ';~., , .., .
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must indicate an illness'; 'If the symptom is present, the illness will come'; 'If the illness
was found, there had to be symptoms present.' There were also a few particularistic state-
ments like 'There is no relationship, because when one finds " + ., on one and " -,. on the

other, there can be no relationship.'
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DISCUSSION
The data on the subjects' inferences, and on their selective strategies, all point to- an

absence of correlational reasoning. The complex data on frequency estimates offer no clear .
evidence concerning the subjects' receptive strategies. The lack of a clear relationship
between the accuracy of frequency estimates and event category either means that accuracy'
is not, in this context, a good measure of attention distribution, or that no simple theory :
of attention distribution is adequate. However, the existence of pronounced variations in ;
accuracy and in tendency to over- or underestimate means that there may exist important ,

regularities to be discovered by more extensive and refined experimentation.
The apparent main finding of these experiments, then, is that normal adults with no

training in statistics do not have a cognitive structure isomorphic with the concept of

correlation. Their strategies and inferences typically reveal a particularistic, non-statistical

approach, or an exclusive dependence on the frequencyof + + instances.
This conclusion is supported by Wason's (1960) finding that very few psychology under-

graduates spontaneously searched for negative evidence in a simple conceptual task. If an

hypothesis repeatedly gave positive results, they tended to accept it without investigating
whether alternative hypotheses would lead to negative results. This corresponds directly to

the lack of understanding of the relevance of the -A -F cases in the present experiments.
However, it should be noted that the absence of adequate reasoning may occur ~rimarily

when the situation is fairly complex. By drastically lowering the frequencies involved, by
making the cases directly and simultaneously observable, and by selecting one's subjects
with respect to training and intellectual capacity, it may be possible to elicit somewhat more
frequent symptoms of an understanding of correlation. This is exemplified by a study of !

Inhelder & Piaget (1958). They report fairly frequent occurrences of the correlation.concept
in 4- to I 5-Year-old subjects, in very simple situations with small numbers of simultaneously

visible faces with brown vs. fair hair, and brown vs. blue eyes.
The findings may be interpreted relative to Piaget & Inhelder's (1951) theory of the .

development of the concepts of chance and probability in children. According to these

authors, children before 7-8 years have no concepts of chance and probability, since they
have not yet differentiated the ideas of necessity and possibility. In the absence of logical
structure, there are no compelling deductions of what has to be or cannot be the case, and
consequently no discovery of the non-necessary, i.e. merely possible. In the widest connotation 1
of the word chance, it is the realm of things whose occurrence is neither implied by, nor
excluded by one's assumptions. From around 7-8 years the development of concrete
reasoning introduces necessity, and thereby the complementary notions of possibility and

chance. However, reasoning concerning the latter requires the manipulation of possibilities

in a combinatorial system (formal reasoning), and only develops after 11-12 years. Probability
estimates presuppose an ability to determine the structure of possibilities entailed by the

given situation, and this lies ou.tside the scope of concrete reasoning, which functions only
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